FAT FUXCKED:
REHAB FOR FOOD JUNKIES

Welcome to rehab. You might not know it, but you are at rock bottom. Your life
has gotten out of control, and you are afraid of what's going to happen if you don't
change. I know this is true because you have taken an action. You've taken a+aet+en
step you hope can put an end to the runaway train that your eating has become. We
rarely do things on a whim, and a series of emotional events brought you to this
moment, so whether you bought this book with an amused smile on your face or
shameful tears in your eyes, I am guessing there is a certain amount of pain that
brought you here. I know frssthandfi1slhenll that it doesn't feel good to be fat. lt doesn't
feel good te-to know you have failed repeatedly to get yourself to do something that you
know you should do. Something you want to do, in fact. Something that you know will
make you a happier and better person. lt doesn't feel good to feelweakweak-_minded,
gluttonous, or that you are helpless and lost. Yet, you instinctively know the only thing
that will break this cycle of depression once for all is putting an end your destructive
relationship with food. And that's why you're here. That's what connects us. And even if
you arentt quite there yet, even if you aren't sold on the idea that you are 10Ao/o addicted
to food or that your life is ecf€a-out of control, I promise you that this program will open

youreyeStohowprofoundlyfood@.lhopetoexposetoyou

exactly how much of your relationship with eating is an illusion and to introduce you to
some practices that will restore health and balance to your life. And let me be clear, the
p+aet+eeqngthocls, ideas, and concepts in this book have been developed over a
decade of working directly with people trying to solve this health-balance riddle. I
created this program while helping people lose thousands of pounds, change their daily
habits, and become totally new. And in case you were wondering, my program is a

blendot@,athleticism,cynicism,vegetarianism,andheavy

"metalism," and a few other "isms" all blended together. That said. The magic isn't in my
program- itls in you. Yes, you will receive everything you need to *adieax*ang

lychangeyourlifehere,buttheinformationitselfwillonly
possess value if you chose to act. lf you choose to receive it with a humbte and open
heart.
I chose to write this book for many reasons, one was money- tons of money, and
of course, let's not forget the fame and the adoration of media. Ok, seriously now.'Even
if. for some odd reason those were attainable by writing this book, I know better than to
do anything solely for the purpose of making money. ln fact, it was the relenless pursuit
of money and material success that caused me to become painfully lost so many years
ago. By the time I turned twenty-nine2€ years of age. I was living a life that seemed
absolutely impossible, given how I grew up- And although my feiocious pursuit of
material wealth, helped focus me long enough to overcome itre weight of a rocky
childhood, it did not deliver me the state of happiness and satisfaction I was teadjeslto
believe it would. After spending most of my childhood living in campgrounds, church

parking lots and shelters, I settled down in Colorado, grabbed a GED, wormed my way
into college, took a pa++-pan-time job selling mattresses and ended up owning a chain of
thi;,pgin:i{* retailfurniture stores doing over 8 million dollars a year- not bad for a kid that
used to fish aluminum cans out of dumpsters to bring home a couple bucks for
groceries. Yet, the houses, cars. and expanding bank account didn't do anything to fill
the hole in my broken heart. By the time I hit X.Siiy:k.UI:]4, I haflweighed il"ligg:
Ig[dr"g:l$L€t.jiU:3}j_rt_pl;l:dsl.i+E, I was bankrupt, I had a heart condition, disastrously high
blood pressure, I was drinking two bottles of scotch a day, I was abusing prescription
medication. and I was wearing out the road between my house and the McDonalds on
the street corner. I was committing suicide the worst possible way any one couldslowly, every"day on the S&&tiy_year plan. But I didn't die, thatls the point- I changed. I
did what I have heard people say over and over again is impossible- I changed not just
my weight, but who I was. The person writing this book in no way resembles that
bloated, drunk from my past. The mirror no longer recognizes the look of confusion,
desperation. and defeat I brought to it every-day for decades. Today it knows a different
chap, one that offers up a healthy, fit, and athletic body every morning. A reflection that
projects a confident smile that has over f,?lrrtqqt:14 years of sobriety pulling up at the
corners. A man that rises with the sun, has an energetic zest for life, a peaceful nature,
and the ability to remain calm ir a world of chaos.
But who cares about my journey? I am sure you aren't reading this because you
want to know that I was able to turn MY life around, but more likely because you have a
journey of your own you'd like to take- a change you'd like to make for yourself. And I'm
reasonably sure that one of the things you want to change is that pesky, arrogant son of
a bitch SiXfeedigit number that appears on the scale every morning when you stand on
it. And that is the real reason I wrote this book. Because I know liamh+ the bottom of my
heart that I am not a special case. I didn't game the system, or beat the odds, although
many will tell you I did just that. I A;e:*s,pgr followed a path to real change. And that
path is there for any person that wants to become new.
ln my experience. people don't fail to lose weight and keep it off because they
aren't strong enough, or because they don't have enough will power. They fail for very
specific and very avoidable reasons that we will go into at great length. But the essence
of the rnessage here is simple- you CAN do this. As sure as you are reading these
words. you can make this the very last time that you ever have to start again- I promise
you that. I have run some of the i.r.:rldsqsiid q toughest races, I have set records as an
athlete, I have written two bestselling books, and I coach athletes all over the world. Yet,
I am the same guy that laid on the floor crying because I couldn't get myself to follow
through on anything. lf that isn't solid, proof that everyone can change everything about
who they are- | don't know what is.
Let me be very clear- this is not a scientific weight loss study or technical manual
on nutrition. I am not going to throw mindless data at you in an effort to show you how
everyone in the industry has it wrong, and I have it right. I won't be droning on through
the book about what our ancestors ate, what people will eat in the future, what
celebrities know and aren't telling you, or anything about which clinics have released
previously unknown nutritional secrets. ln fact what I will be spending most of my time
talking about is you. I hate to be the one that breaks it to you, but you know the real

problem that needs to be addressed here, right? The Big Kahuna in the mirror- you and
maybe more accurately- how you see yourself.
And before you get the wrong impression, this isn't one of those trendy "Tough
Love" type of books that calls you a "pussy" and tells you to "cowboy up ,
I
-although
may say things like that from time to time. This book is about the truth. Sometimes
the
truth is harsh, hard to hear, and painful, but I wonlt be going after you just for shock
value. But this is a not philosophy book either. I am not going to attempt to construct a
deep ethereal argument that shows how society has failed us, how our weight issues fit
into a greater human problem, or how you need te-en{yonly to change your mind to
change your habits. This is a bookj[]a't_sgmgg with an agenda, a timeline, and an action
plan. I want you to take actions that will immediately impact how you think, what you do,
and who you are. You won't have to wonder how to apply the concepts I sketch out
here--l am going to map out a ten step40 #ep path to freedom that will allow you to
throw that old sel+seif-destructive you under the bus and then back over it a few times
to make sure it's dead.
You've probably heard of "The Four Agreements," and if you haven't you should
tup
look
the book. If you do. you will find four simple truths that, if you put into practice,
will help you experience a happier and less stressful life. Well, my book is more like
"The Four Fucksl.
fat personls guide, written by a former fat person, addressing
-The
why you are fucked, how you got fucked, who is doing the fucking, and how the fuck
you can change it. And I do this because I respect you enough to give you the truth. I
afi not going to pump you up with a bunch of feel-feel:good inspiration and send you
into the world to get your face kicked in. I will tell you directly what I know to be real, and
it will always come from a place of loveJ_tf the words are uplifting and motivationalgreat. lf they scare you or piss you off- so be it. Either way, we will be in this together
each step of the way. I believe the most courageous act that any human will ever
undertake is being willing to look at themselves honestly, accept the reality of where we
are, and then make improvements, and that is precisely what brought us both together
here today.
My suggestion is to listen to this book in its en+irelyffIitglLbefore starting the
program. There will be la{€,e-concepts and ideas explained in detail at the beginning.
and then the concepts will be more specifically integrated into the 4€-s+ep!el3!ep rehab
program. The "guts" of the program is broken into a "Prehab" and then &!h1eq stages.
ln the Prehab, I address the reasons and causes for why so many suffer from food
addiction and obesity as I lay out a few concepts that we need to wrap our minds
around before we start rehab. Then the plan itself is broken into three separate blocks
that will be called stages gng+,twqz, and threeS. Stage g!e+ focuses on getting your
house in order,- qStage !wq2 focuses on your mind and spirt, and tne+raai*sgesiAqe
three is the plan to change your body. Although in a more general sense. all the things
will be happening i+tq some degree through each step. ln essencer we will be placing a
pot on the stove with the first stage of this audiobook. And with each new stage" we will
be adding to the recipe as we go, never taking anything out of the pot, always adding
new concepts and practices until at the end we have completed a "new life soup" ready
for consumption. At the very end of the book, I will put it all together for you in a concept
you can follow to free yourself and live the life you deserve- happy, healthy, and no
longer fat fucked.
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Welcome to rehab. You might not know it, but you are at rock bottom. Your life
has gotten out of control, and you are afraid of what's going to happen if you don't
change. I know this is true because you have taken an action. You've taken a step you
hope can put an end to the runaway train that your eating has become. We rarely do
things on a whim, and a series of emotional events brought you to this moment, so
whether you bought this book with an amused smile on your face or shameful tears in
your eyes, I am guessing there is a certain amount of pain that brought you here. I know
firsthand that it doesn't feel good to be fat. lt doesn't feel good to know you have failed
repeatedly to get yourself to do something that you know you should do. Something you
want to do, in fact. Something that you know will make you a happier and better person.
It doesn't feel good to feel weak-minded, gluttonous, or that you are helpless and lost.
Yet, you instinctively know the only thing that will break this cycle of depression once for
all is putting an end your destructive relationship with food. And that's why you're here.
That's what connects us. And even if you aren't quite there yet, even if you aren't sold
on the idea that you are 100% addicted to food or that your life is out of control, I
promise you that this program will open your eyes to how profoundly food affects you. I
hope to expose to you exactly how much of your relationship with eating is an illusion
and to introduce you to some practices that will restore health and balance to your life.
And let me be clear, the methods, ideas, and concepts in this book have been
developed over a decade of working directly with people trying to solve this healthbalance riddle. I created this program while helping people lose thousands of pounds,
change their daily habits, and become totally new. And in case you were wondering, my
program is a blend of Buddhism, athleticism, cynicism, vegetarianism, and heavy
"metalism," and a few other "isms" all blended together. That said. The magic isn't in my
program- it's in you. Yes, you will receive everything you need to wholly and radically
change your life here, but the information itself will only possess value if you chose to
act. lf you choose to receive it with a humble and open heart.
I chose to write this book for many reasons, one was money- tons of money, and
of course, let's not forget the fame and the adoration of media. Ok, seriously now. Even
if, for some odd reason those were attainable by writing this book, I know better than to
do anything solely for the purpose of making money. ln fact, it was the relentless pursuit
of money and material success that caused me to become painfully lost so many years
ago. By the time I turned twenty-nine years of age, I was living a life that seemed
absolutely impossible, given how I grew up. And although my ferocious pursuit of
material wealth, helped focus me long enough to overcome the weight of a rocky
childhood, it did not deliver me the state of happiness and satisfaction I was led to
believe it would. After spending most of my childhood living in campgrounds, church
parking lots and shelters, I settled down in Colorado, grabbed a GED, wormed my way
into college, took a part{ime job selling mattresses and ended up owning a chain of

thirteen retail furniture stores doing over 8 million dollars a year- not bad for a kid that
used to fish aluminum cans out of dumpsters to bring home a couple bucks for
groceries. Yet, the houses, cars, and expanding bank account didn't do anything to fill
the hole in my broken heart. By the time I hit thirty-four, I had weighed three-hundredtwenty pounds, I was bankrupt, I had a heart condition, disastrously high blood
pressure, I was drinking two bottles of scotch a day, I was abusing prescription
medication, and I was wearing out the road between my house and the McDonalds on
the street corner. I was committing suicide the worst possible way anyone could- slowly,
every day on the thirty-year plan. But I didn't die, that's the point- I changed. I did what I
have heard people say over and over again is impossible- I changed not just my weight,
but who I was. The person writing this book in no way resembles that bloated, drunk
from my past. The mirror no longer recognizes the look of confusion, desperation, and
defeat I brought to it every day for decades. Today it knows a different chap, one that
offers up a healthy, fit, and athletic body every morning. A reflection that projects a
confident smile that has over fourteen years of sobriety pulling up at the corners. A man
that rises with the sun, has an energetic zest for life, a peaceful nature, and the ability to
remain calm in a world of chaos.
But who cares about my journey? I am sure you aren't reading this because you
want to know that I was able to turn MY life around, but more likely because you have a
journey of your own you'd like to take- a change you'd like to make for yourself. And I'm
reasonably sure that one of the things you want to change is that pesky, arrogant son of
a bitch three-digit number that appears on the scale every morning when you stand on
it. And that is the real reason I wrote this book. Because I know from the bottom of my
heart that I am not a special case. I didn't game the system, or beat the odds, although
many will tell you I did just that. I just followed a path to real change. And that path is
there for any person that wants to become new.
ln my experience, people don't fail to lose weight and keep it off because they
aren't strong enough, or because they don't have enough will power. They fail for very
specific and very avoidable reasons that we will go into at great length. But the essence
of the message here is simple- you CAN do this. As sure as you are reading these
words, you can make this the very last time that you ever have to start again- I promise
you that. I have run some of the world's toughest races, I have set records as an
athlete, I have written two bestselling books, and I coach athletes all over the world. Yet,
I am the same guy that laid on the floor crying because I couldn't get myself to follow
through on anything. lf that isn't solid, proof that everyone can change everything about
who they are- | don't know what is.
Let me be very clear- this is not a scientific weight loss study or technical manual
on nutrition. I am not going to throw mindless data at you in an effort to show you how
everyone in the industry has it wrong, and I have it right. I won't be droning on through
the book about what our ancestors ate, what people will eat in the future, what
celebrities know and aren't telling you, or anything about which clinics have released
previously unknown nutritional secrets. ln fact, what I will be spending most of my time
talking about is you. I hate to be the one that breaks it to you, but you know the real
problem that needs to be addressed here, right? The Big Kahuna in the mirror- you and
maybe more accurately- how you see yourself.

And before you get the wrong impression, this isn't one of those trendy "Tough
Love" type of books that calls you a "pussy" and tells you to "cowboy up," although I
may say things like that from time to time. This book is about the truth. Sometimes the
truth is harsh, hard to hear, and painful, but I won't be going after you just for shock
value. But this is a not philosophy book either. I am not going to attempt to construct a
deep ethereal argument that shows how society has failed us, how our weight issues fit
into a greater human problem, or how you need only to change your mind to change
your habits. This is a book that comes with an agenda, a timeline, and an action plan. I
want you to take actions that will immediately impact how you think, what you do, and
who you are. You won't have to wonder how to apply the concepts I sketch out here. I
am going to map out a ten-step path to freedom that will allow you to throw that old selfdestructive you under the bus and then back over it a few times to make sure it's dead.
You've probably heard of "The Four Agreements," and if you haven't, you should
look up the book. lf you do, you will find four simple truths that, if you put into practice,
will help you experience a happier and less stressful life. Well, my book is more like
"The Four Fucks." The fat person' guide, written by a former fat person, addressing why
you are fucked, how you got fucked, who is doing the fucking, and how the fuck you can
change it. And I do this because I respect you enough to give you the truth. I am not
going to pump you up with a bunch of feel-good inspiration and send you into the world
to get your face kicked in. I will tell you directly what I know to be real, and it will always
come from a place of love if the words are uplifting and motivational- great. lf they scare
you or piss you off- so be it. Either way, we will be in this together each step of the way.
I believe the most courageous act that any human will ever undertake is being willing to
look at themselves honestly, accept the reality of where we are, and then make
improvements, and that is precisely what brought us both together here today.
My suggestion is to listen to this book in its entirety before starting the program.
There will be concepts and ideas explained in detail at the beginning, and then the
concepts will be more specifically integrated into the ten-step rehab program. The "guts"
of the program is broken into a "Prehab" and then three stages. ln the Prehab, I address
the reasons and causes for why so many suffer from food addiction and obesity as I lay
out a few concepts that we need to wrap our minds around before we start rehab. Then
the plan itself is broken into three separate blocks that will be called stages one, two,
and three. Stage one focuses on getting your house in order, stage two focuses on your
mind and spirt, and stage three is the plan to change your body. Although in a more
general sense, all the things will be happening to some degree through each step. ln
essence, we will be placing a pot on the stove with the first stage of this audiobook. And
with each new stage, we will be adding to the recipe as we go, never taking anything
out of the pot, always adding new concepts and practices until at the end we have
completed a "new life soup" ready for consumption. At the very end of the book, I will
put it all together for you in a concept you can follow to free yourself and live the life you
deserve- happy, healthy, and no longerfat fucked.

